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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, MAX L. BREDE, a resident of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of Illinois, have invented a new, original, and ornamental Design for a Drinking-Goblet, of which the following is a full, clear, and exact description, reference being had to the accompanying drawing, forming a part thereof.

Figure 1 is a perspective of a goblet showing my new design. Fig. 2 is a section taken on line 2—2 of Fig. 1.

The goblet is characteristic in having annular series of elliptic or olive-shaped recesses a cut on the exterior of the body b of the goblet, the cuts of one series being alternately placed between the others and the interior surface of the goblet has creases c to give a ribbed effect to the body of the tumbler. The cuts c are disposed between said creases and the body is mounted upon a stem d.

I claim:

The ornamental design for a goblet, as shown.

MAX L. BREDE.

Witnesses:

O. W. ULRICH,

CLARIDOR SLAVIN.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D. C."